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PROSPEC DEBUTS INFINITY BY HARMAN REFERENCE RGB SPEAKER LINE 
 
 

Prospec Electronics introduces the 2018 Infinity by Harman® 

Reference multi-element marine speakers and subwoofers. Engineered for 

the ultimate sound, the progressive grille designs complement the standard 

RGB LED lighting to form the ultimate auditory experience. The products 

are debuting at IBEX, Sept. 19–21, Tampa, Florida, booth 622. 

The high-performance Infinity Reference line is engineered to deliver 

massive, accurate sound in a harsh marine environment. With smooth 

response and increased power handling, high- and mid-range levels deliver 

lifelike reproduction. Their frequency bands are optimized for enhanced 

listening in an open-air, moving boat environment. 

With an IPx5 marine rating, the Reference line's grille-mounted 

balanced dome tweeters seal the front of the polypropylene woofer cone, 

protecting the motor structure and magnet. They feature UV-resistant one-

piece cast polymer baskets. Seven-color LED lighting—aquamarine, blue, 

green, yellow, purple, red and white—is mounted on the tweeters' underside 

to provide a vibrant visual display. 

Infinity's 622MLT and 622MLW (titanium and white, respectively) are 

6.5" coaxial speakers with integrated 1/2" tweeters. They boast 75 watts 

RMS of power, utilize a 5" cutout and are 2.65" deep. 
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The 8" coaxial 822MLT and 822MLW speakers have 1" tweeters. 

Needing a 6.8" cutout with a 3.4" mounting depth, they're powered by 150 

watts RMS. 

Rounding out the line are the 1022MLT and 1022MLW 10" subwoofers 

with grilles. They need a 9.2" cutout and a 4.4" depth of clearance. Packing 

a punch, they have 250 watts RMS of power. 

Prospec Electronics' Infinity Reference 622MLT/622MLW retail for 

$179.99 a pair; 822MLT/822MLW, $199.99; and the 1022MLT/1022MLW, 

$179.99. 

For over 30 years, Prospec Electronics has been a leader in quality 

marine audio products. It manufactures and sells complete, matched stereo 

packages and individual components. 

Contact Prospec Electronics, 3325 S Morgans Point Rd., Mt. Pleasant, 

SC  29466. www.prospecelectronics.com. 

Editor's note: See and hear the new Reference line of Infinity speakers 
and Prospec's other exciting offerings at IBEX, Sept. 19–21, Tampa, 
Florida, booth 622. 


